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a note FROM THE
STUDENT LEADERSHIP
COUNCIL (SLC).
Being such a large and diverse school, we
know there are many students that are
doing or have done fantastic things within
their own classes, extra-curricular
activities/groups and even outside of
school!
This magazine aims to provide students a
platform to showcase their talents, skills
and achievements which may not be
otherwise recognised by something like our
school newsletter or yearbook. We aim to
expand, celebrate and inspire the
remarkable creativity and leadership that
prevails within our school community even
during these testing times.
This magazine would not be possible
without students contribution. If you have
something to share and would like to be
featured in our next issue, we strongly
encourage you to tell us about ‘Your Story’.
To do this, just simply fill out this form.
Lastly, we would love to hear what you
thought of our first issue - if you have any
suggestions for the future magazine, words
of encouragement or feedback in general
please submit this form.
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BELLA BAILEY

Hi Everyone! I’m Bella Bailey, one of
your Vice School Captains alongside
Alex Heyes. Unfortunately I haven’t
been allowed the opportunity to get to
know a lot of the junior students due to
lockdowns, so I thought this would be a
unique opportunity for you to be able
to get to know me. Born and breed in
Australia living along the Mornington
Peninsula from the last 7 years. I
started my high schooling at Kilbreda
in Mentone then moved to Frankston
High at the beginning of Year 8 where I
knew nobody, literally not a soul! From
here I found my little

tfamily in the advanced lifesaving on
Tuesday after school where we surfed,
swam and enriched our first aid skills at
Frankston and Point Leo Foreshore. This
introduced me to the best part of
Frankston high.... the camps. Lorne
lifesaving camp, 3 week trip to japan, Far
Northern
Queensland
culture
and
lifesaving exchange ( the OG trip ), World
Challenge adventure to India and the list
goes on. Frankston high has quite
literally taken me around the world and
granted me the opportunity to create the
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most incredible memories
that I will
forever cherish.
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As for after school, I honestly had no idea when I was picking my VCE subject so I
choice subject I enjoyed (highly recommend for anyone else in this boat). These were
Health and Human, Outdoor and Environmental studies, Biology and my math and
English of course. This year I decided after traveling my little heart out I going head
for a bachelor of human resources at Deakin. Then the plan is to work my way up to
an organizational development consultant of a global company so I can work
overseas and travel some more.
My favourite sport to play is surfing but to watch would definitely be AFL. I love
chocolate mousse and the $4.50 pizza at footzies is to die for! I love the song Banana
Pancakes by Jack Johnson and my favourite show is Secret Life of Us. If you couldn’t
tell already, I’m quite clearly a traveler and this is credited to my passion for
connecting with all different types of people which is also why I was drawn to the
school captain role. I am so honored and humbled to be one of your vice-captains
this year and please if you see me around come say hey I promise I don’t bite and
would love a chat.
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JASMINE SCHOCKMAN
YEAR 12

ALEX HAYES
My name is Alex Hayes and I am
Australian with 1/4 dutch heritage. At
the moment I am studying legal
studies, English, accounting, and my
favourite subject Further Maths. My
highlights of Frankston Highschool
are probably Alpine Leadership
School, National Young Leaders Day,
and being a member of the SLC.
These things have offered me so
many opportunities to creative
positive change both within school
and outside of it. At the moment I am
working at Woolworths, where I
intend to stay while I study after
school. I am hoping to do a Bachelor
of Arts followed up by Law.

I chose to go for school captain as I
saw it as an opportunity to create
positive change, and a way that I could
give those who don’t have a voice, a
voice. I strongly value passion and
determination to get what you want to
do done. t’s easy to just give up when
people have negative opinions of what
you’re doing but if it's something you
love, just keep pushing. I also think
it’s important to make time for things
that are important to you, whether it’s
friends, school, music, sport, a
different hobby – make time for those
things you want to do and fit
everything else around it.
FHS 'THE OPTIMA'
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I have a few hobbies including athletics and generally being active, but I also
really love musical theatre. While personally I’m not very artsy, I love the fun
and upbeat tones that typically come with musicals. I listen to a range of musical
artists – AJR, musical theatre soundtrack – but my favourite song at the moment
is Lavender by our one and only Amelie Rule (check it out on Spotify). My
favourite food is definitely Italian, I love sitcoms, and competing in sprinting or
jumping athletic events. I’ve got a dog named Daisy and one day hope to learn
how to make pasta!

BETHANY LAUGHLIN
YEAR 8 DRAWING
COMPETITION WINNER

BODY POSITIVITY
According to a survey conducted
by
Mission
Australia,
body
positivity issues are the fourth
largest concern among today’s
teenagers. Not only does this
affect teenagers, this issue is a
major problem that influences
people of all ages, genders,
religions, sexualities and races.
Learning to love yourself is a big
step in life which can be hard at
first, but its important to always
know that there’s no normal or
perfect in this world. Learning to
love yourself is the best selfcare
out there. Here are some tips to
help love yourself

1. You are so much more than your
appearance
2. Go easy on yourself and your
friends
3. Bloating is normal
4. Skinny and healthy are two
different things
5. There is no normal or perfect
6. Treat yourself with love, don’t
negatively speak about your body
7. Skipping meals does more damage
than good
8. Surround yourself with people
who love you as you are
9. Unfollow social media profiles you
compare yourself to in a negative
way
10. Talk to someone you trust.

For more information visit the Butterfly Foundation at butterfly.org.au
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ELLEN KONOPCIK
YEAR 9

LACHLAN HAYES
CLASS OF 2020

SELECTED TO PERFORM IN 'TOP
ACTS 2021' FOR OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT IN VCE DANCE

'MY FINAL
PORTFOLIO RELIES
HEAVILY ON THE
EMOTION DISPLAYED
AND IS SOMEWHAT
AMBIGUOUS SO THE
AUDIENCE IS ABLE TO
VIEW THESE IMAGES
AND CAN RELATE TO
AN EXTENT OF A
TIME IN THEIR LIFE'
ALEISHA WALTERS

I am reminiscing of yesterday.
Yesterday, when a cool breeze gave me purpose,
When ambitions danced around me instead of unsolvable equations
Drunken floods of applications nibble at my toes.
Living fees knock at my door.
Eyes are shot with market graphs. Real estate.
I’m drowning whilst still on shore.
Unsure.
Yesterday was when I skipped along the rocky edges of youth
Reaching for; envying just a taste of adulthood
But the lonely, bitter lingering taste of beer
did not nearly reflect my naïve expectations
.
Today,
I no longer want to reach the top.
Because those who reach the top
end up sliding right back down.
Living a life some people don’t understand
is better than living one that everyone conforms to.
If I weep for fallen dandelions,
ugly roses will grow in their place.
But unlike adults, with glazed green eyes.
Children see the beauty in ugly roses.
And so, once did I.
I am reminiscing of yesterday
as I wait for tomorrow’s train.
-Nissi Cai
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HARRIET MINTY
YEAR 12

'OUT OF THE CLASSROOM IS A
PODCAST RUN BY STUDENTS OF
FRANKSTON HIGH SCHOOL TO
SHARE STORIES FROM OUR
COMMUNITY AS WELL AS HELPFUL
ADVICE FOR STUDENTS AT OUR
SCHOOL. WE SEEK TO INTERVIEW A
WIDE RANGE OF STUDENTS AND
STAFF, COVERING ALL THE TOPICS
THAT PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED IN,
INCLUDING MUSIC, MINDFULNESS,
AND MORE'
@outoftheclassroom

LILLI HODGSON
YEAR 9 DRAWING
COMPETITION WINNER

ALISON CHAPMAN
VCE DRAWING
COMPETITION WINNER
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FHS FOOD MAKERS
" I'VE HAD AN

AMAZING
TIME IN FOOD
STUDIES THIS
YEAR - THE
CONTENT
HAS BEEN
REALLY
INTERESTING
AND THE
FOOD WE
MAKE IN THE
KITCHEN IS
DELICIOUS, I
REALLY
ENJOY THE
CREATIVITY
THAT THE
SUBJECT
BRINGS! "

‘I’VE LOVED
BEING ABLE
TO WORK IN
GROUPS
WITH PEERS
WITH THE
SAME
INTERESTS
AND BEING
ABLE TO
BOND OVER
THEM! IT’S
BEEN A
WONDERFUL
EXPERIENCE
CREATING
DELICIOUS
RECIPES THAT
I GET TO TAKE
HOME AND
ENJOY'

CHARLOTTE
THOMPSON

KEIRA STEWART
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ALEXANDRA SHACKLOCK
SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHY
COMPETITION WINNER

UNDERSTANDING YOUR LGBTQIA+ TERMS
This article is an explanation of the
acronym LGBTQIA+. It explores
different genders and sexualities but
is only a basic understanding of
them. If you want to learn some
more, please use the resources below.
L– Lesbian means a girl who wants to
be in a relationship with girls. The
word comes from the Greek island
Lesbos, which homed a famous poet
called Sappho, who wrote many
explicit poems about her female
visitors.
G– Gay means a man who wants to be
in a relationship with men. It can also
be used as an umbrella term for the
whole community
B– this covers people who are open
to a relationship with more than one
gender
- Bisexual means, for example, a girl
who wants to be in a relationship
with either a girl or a boy.
-Pansexual means someone who
would date someone regardless of
their gender identity.
-Omnisexual means someone who
would date anyone, but prefers a
gender, like a boy might pick another
boy over a girl but does want to be in
a relationship with some girls.
T– Trans or Transgender covers
someone who doesn’t identify with

the gender they were assigned at birth.
Some get surgeries and take puberty
blockers or other hormones, but this
isn’t true for every trans person. Just
like how there isn’t one way to be cis (a
person who agrees with their gender at
birth) trans people can present however
they want to
Q - Queer is often used as an umbrella
term for the entire community, but
some people use this to avoid other
labels.
- Questioning is for anyone who knows
they aren’t cishet (a straight person
who agrees with their gender at birth)
but doesn’t quite know how.
I– Intersex people, for example, could
have multiple types of genitalia. Some
have genital corrective surgeries at
birth, but others just live life the way
they are. Some people might take
hormones so they can present as the
gender they identify with, but yet again
there is no proper way to be intersex
A– often abbreviated as Ace,
- Asexual is where a person doesn’t
want to be in a sexual relationship, but
can engage in a romantic one
- Aromatic is where a person doesn’t
want to be in a romantic relationship.
Agender, or Nonbinary are also covered
by A means they don’t identity as male
or female
FHS 'THE OPTIMA'
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+ - A plus sign is used to show that
there are a variety of sexualities and
genders that can’t be categorised into
the
ones
used
frequently
in
acronyms. Included in this are
-Polyamory is where people want to
be in a relationship with more than
one person.
-Nonbinary, or enby is a rejection of
the gender binary. They could also
identify as Genderfluid, Genderqueer
or Agender. These people will often
use they/them pronouns, but some
will use neopronouns.
-Neopronouns are often used by
neurodivergent
people.
Some
examples are xe/xem/xyr and it/it/its.
Not everyone who uses neopronouns
will be open about it, because a lot of
them will experience transphobia
when coming out to people. If you
meet anyone with neopronouns,
please be respectful around them,
even if you don’t fully understand it.
-Demiboy and Demigirl are used by
people who partially identify with a
gender, regardless of their gender at
birth.

*all information is correct, as of June 2021
https://gender.wikia.org/wiki/Gender_Wiki
https://lgbta.wikia.org/wiki/LGBTA_Wiki

-Demisexual is where you don’t form a
romantic connection with someone
without forming an emotional bond
with them
This isn’t a comprehensive guide to
being gay. Everyone has their own
personal
experiences
with
experimentation
and
presentation.
Every sexuality had different variants.
You
don’t
have
to
understand
everything to understand someone’s
personal identity, just listen to them
and ask questions if you’re confused.
It’s ok to be confused, but not to belittle
them or assume their sexuality for
them. It’s a process that a person has to
go through mentally, and it can change
over time.

by

POPPY DE LACY

'EACH IMAGE IS
MEANT TO REFLECT
A STAGE DOWN INTO
INSANITY TILL SHE
FINALLY BREAKS OUT
AND RELEASED
EVERYTHING IN
THEIR MIND'
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

MATILDA WORMWOOD
HI MY NAME IS POPPY AND I GOT
THE ROLE OF MATILDA IN THIS
YEARS SCHOOL PRODUCTION! I
STARTED TO SING AND PERFORM IN
MUSICALS WHEN I WAS ABOUT 5/6
YEARS OLD AND DANCING WHEN I
WAS ABOUT 8. I HAVE PERFORMED
IN BUGSY MALONE, CHILDREN OF
EDEN, SNOW WHITE, ANNIE, KISSES
AND THE TREE OF LIFE!
I WANTED TO DO PRODUCTION THIS
YEAR BECAUSE MATILDA IS A VERY
FUN MUSICAL TO DO AN I LOVE THE
STORYLINE OF IT! FUN FACT: I
DIDN’T ACTUALLY APPLY FOR
MATILDA, I ACTUALLY APPLIED FOR
LAVENDER!

MY FAVOURITE PART OF
PRODUCTION IS PROBABLY WHO
YOU GET TO WORK WITH. WE HAVE
SUCH A SUPPORTING CAST,
TEACHER, STAGE CREW WHO ARE
ALWAYS THERE TO HELP IF YOU
NEED!
MY FAVOURITE PRODUCTION I’VE
BEEN IN IS DEFINITELY MATILDA! WE
ARE VERY LUCKY TO HAVE AMAZING
COSTUMES, PROPS, LIGHTING A
STAGE AND AN AMAZING CREW!
POPPY WARD - MATILDA CAST B
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WHEN DID YOU START
PERFORMING/ FORM AN
INTEREST IN PERFORMING
(DANCING/SINGING/ACTING)?
I’ve been singing for as long as I can
remember, and I’ve always had a
love for performing. Throughout
my school years, I don’t think
there’s been a day where I haven’t
sung, and when I was old enough to
figure out I could do it on a stage, I
knew that was exactly what I
wanted to do.
HAVE YOU DONE ANY SHOWS IN
THE PAST OR ANY OTHER
PERFORMANCES ?
My primary school didn’t really do
shows, but I have performed at things
like instrumental concerts through my
school’s performing arts program. I
also do a weekly theatre class, and
through that I have performed in a
couple shows. A few of my favourites
have been Alice in Wonderland and
Aladdin.

'I AM A LITTLE SIMILAR TO
MATILDA, I THINK. I DO LIKE
TO READ. I ALSO STICK UP
FOR MY FRIENDS, WHICH IS
SOMETHING MATILDA DOES
FOR HER FRIENDS QUITE A
LOT THROUGHOUT THE
SHOW.'
WHAT MADE YOU WANT TO DO
PRODUCTION THIS YEAR?
As soon as I heard that my high school
did productions, I almost immediately
knew that it was something I would
love to do. I’d heard that Frankston
High School’s were quite amazing,
which only made me all the more
eager. After the production
announcement, I was very excited, as
I knew Matilda is an amazing
musical. However, I didn’t know
much else about the show, so I did a
little research and I listened to the
songs and I decided that Matilda
would be a very fun role to play.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PART
OF PRODUCTION?
Its definitely hard to pick a single part
to name my favourite, but I love the
friendships you make when you’re
there. Everyone is so lovely and kind
and I’m so grateful to be part of such
an amazing cast.
DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE
MUSICAL/PRODUCTION?
Another hard one! I have a few, but my
favourite would probably have to be
FANGIRLS, an Australian musical
about Edna, an ordinary fourteen year
old girl, in love with the world’s biggest
popstar, Harry, and she’ll do anything
to win his heart. I got to see this show in
Melbourne, and I absolutely loved it. I
highly recommend it, to anyone who
has the chance to see it!
Michaela Fitzpatrick - Matilda Cast A
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POPPY WARD
YEAR 7 DRAWING
COMPETITION WINNER

MR BATCHELOR
MY NAME IS...
Andrew Batchelor
I WOULD DESCRIBE MYSELF
AS...
Passionate, Caring, Calm, Loving,
Authentic, Positive. Enjoy
working with others and bringing
out the best in them and myself
MY ROLE AT FHS IS...
I am the Principal.
I TEACH....
I have previously taught VCE
(both Year 11 and Year 12)
Accounting, Business
Management and Legal Studies,
along with Year 7 and 8
Humanities.
MY HIGHLIGHTS OF FHS ARE..
Fantastic students and staff,
supportive parents/carers who
deeply value education, excellent
learning and teaching in the
classrooms, huge range of

opportunities for students outside
the classroom, outstanding sport
and music program, high quality
student leadership program
MY MOST EMBARRASSING
MOMENT WAS....
Having a leech on me following a
tree planting session in the local
community and looking down in
class to see blood on my suit pants.
I AM INSPIRED BY....
Valuing others over self, listening
first, being inclusive and authentic,
choice followed by effort creates
success
MY HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE OF
SCHOOL ARE...
My family – 3 children who are all
amazing young people and make
me so proud to be a dad

MY HOBBIES ARE...
Supporting StKilda FC, watching
NFL/NBA, exercise, good food
MY SECRET TALENT IS
Taekwondo
MY FAVOURITE FOOD IS
Mexican
MY FAVOURITE MOVIE/ SHOW
IS...
Harry Potter, Hard Knocks
MY FAVOURITE SPORTS ARE...
AFL and NFL
MY DREAM HOLIDAY WOULD
BE...
Port Douglas/Japan/Hawaii
I OWN A...
14 year old cross Labrador/Staffy
named Bonnie
I WOULD LOVE TO BE ABLE TO...
play a musical instrument well
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TESS ROGERS
YEAR 12

THE TEETHERS
CATRIONA BAMPTON, SPENCER BYRNE, CLEO EVANS, RUBY HARTLEY

Hi, we're The Teethers, an
indie music group who play a
blend of alternative rock, folk
music, and shoegaze. We
started playing together as a
band in late 2019, and are
primarily based in Naarm/
Melbourne's
South-East,
around
Frankston/
Mayonebulluk land.
Since forming a band together,
we've developed a playing and
writing style which blends all
of our individual influences,

playing styles, and previous
musical
experience
creating a unique and
mature
sound
which
combines influences from
numerous
decades
and
genres.
We began to play shows in
February of 2021, including
the local Frankston festival
Flippin' The Bird. We have
performed with acts such as
Teenage Dads and Majak
Door, as well as other local
and inner-city artists. A live
ep is available for free on our
bandcamp.

'PLAYING AND WRITING
MUSIC GIVES US A
SENSE OF IMMENSE
EXCITEMENT AND
PASSION, SOMETHING
WE CAN ONLY HOPE TO
INSPIRE WITHIN
OTHERS TOO...'
@theteethers

ISABELLE MATTHEWS
YEAR 10 DRAWING
COMPETITION WINNER

LUISA HARRASSER
YEAR 11

